Day to day management is mandated to and the delegated responsibility of members of the Management Group. Each member has a portfolio of responsibilities described on the Management Group page. The role of College Chair and that of the Chair of the Management Group cannot be filled by the same person.

The College is an inclusive body, with participation open to all staff who are prepared to make a commitment to the work of College: the cultural health of the school and the deepening of the pedagogical work.

In addition to the school’s legal, management and spiritual structure below, the following consultative and working bodies within the school include:

- **Board of Directors**: Phillip Corbett (chair), Sandra Busch, Maria Brouwers, Annette Cameron, Francis Klugman, Jim Taylor, Doug Wightman, Mathew Simon (secretary), Jean-Michel David (ex-officio), Olga Taylor (pending).

Visually, the school’s structure can be seen as represented by a chalice: